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Abstract 
We prove that if a graph G on n > 32 vertices is hamiltonian and has two nonadjacent vertices 
u and u with d(u) + d(u) 3 n + z where z = 0 if n is odd and z = 1 if n is even, then G contains 
all cycles of length m where 3 < m < 1/5(n + 13). 
1. Introduction and notation 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, undirected and without loops or multi- 
ple edges. For a graph G we denote its vertex set by V(G) and its edge set by E(G). 
If H g G is a subgraph of G and u E V(G) we let NH(U)= {v E V(H) 1 uu GE(G)} 
and &(u) = IN&u)\. For disjoint vertex sets A,B C V(G) we denote by e(A,B) the 
number of edges having one vertex in A and the other in B. A cycle on k edges 
is denoted by Ck and a path on k edges by Pk. The length of a path (cycle resp.) 
is its number of edges and the order is its number of vertices. For two vertices 
u and u on a cycle C we denote the number of edges between u and v on C 
by dist,.-(u, z;). If a graph G contains all cycles C, for 3 < m d 1 V(G)\ we say that 
G is pancyclic. For any undefined notation and terminology we refer the reader 
to [3]. 
Bondy’s well known metaconjecture stated in [l] suggests that almost every condition 
on a graph to be hamiltonian also implies, maybe in a slightly different version, that 
the graph is pancyclic. Since many conditions on a graph to be hamiltonian consider 
vertex degrees, it is of some interest to know what those conditions say about cycles 
of other lengths. In this respect Faudree et al. [4] proved the following theorem which 
only assumes a degree condition on two vertices in a hamiltonian graph. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a hamiltonian graph of order n > 20 with two nonadjacent 
vertices u and v with d(u) +d(v) 3 n +z where z = 0 if n is odd and z = 1 if n is 
even. Then G contains all cycles C, for 3 <m < 1/13(n + 19). 
In this paper we considerably increase the bound on m to 1/5(n + 13). 
The second context in which Theorem 1 and our Theorem 2 are of interest is the 
closure of a graph which was introduced in [2]. In [5] Faudree et al. proved that if 
the (n + 1)-closure of a graph on n vertices is complete then the graph is pancyclic. 
The obvious question also posed in [5] is to ask which cycles does the graph contain 
if only the n-closure is complete. From [7] it follows that the graph is hamiltonian. 
Apart from the possible bipartite case, note that the n-closure of the bipartite graph 
K,,/z,~,~ is complete, Theorems 1 and 2 are a first step in this direction. 
Now the following example shows that we cannot expect G to contain cycles of 
order considerably greater than n/3 with the assumption of Theorem 1: 
Example 1. Let C =ci ,...,c,,ci be a cycle in G of order n=6s+r with O<r<5 
and let ZJ := cl and u := c,+z. Furthermore let all vertices in d be adjacent o both u 
and v where 
We observe that 
d(u)+d(v)=2(3s+ [r/2] + I)= 
n odd 
n even. 
Since there are only cycles either containing the whole path 
P := Qs+2 7. *. 2 G-s- Lr/Zj 
or avoiding P entirely, it is easy to see that 
l G contains all cycles Ck for 3 6 k d 2s + [r/2] + 3 and for 3s + r - [r/2] d k d n. 
If n > 29 we can reformulate the above to: 
There exists an 1s < n/3 +4 such that ClO+i $ G but Cl g G for all 3 < 1 < lo. 
With respect o the bipartite case we cannot lower z to zero in the even case. Even 
if we exclude G being bipartite the cycle C, might be missing, which can be seen in 
the following example: 
Example 2. Let u = cl, v = cP, n even, p odd and suppose that c2i EN(U) nN(v) and 
czi-i $N(u) UN(v) for all 1 < i <n/2. If there is another edge in G connecting two 
vertices c~I+~, CZ~+~ atdistance greater than 2 on the hamiltonian cycle then G is neither 
bipartite nor does it contain a cycle C3. 
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2. Main result 
In this section we are going to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. L-et G be a graph of order n 2 32 with a hamiltonian cycle C = cl,. . . , 
c,,cI and u and v two nonadjacent vertices with d(u) + d(v) > n +z where z = 0 
if n is odd and z = 1 if n is even. Then G contains all cycles of length I where 
361<1/5(n+13). 
First we provide some results which will be important tools in the proof. Lemma 1 
considering the degree sum of two neighbour vertices in a hamiltonian graph is an 
easy observation due to Hakimi and Schmeichel: 
Lemma 1 (Schmeichel and Hakimi [6]). Let C = 01,. . . , v,, u1 be a hamiltonian cycle 
of a graph G and let d(vl ) + d(v,) > n + 1. Then G is pancyclic. 
Using this lemma Faudree et al. proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Faudree et al. [4]). Let P = VI,. . . , ti, be a hamiltonian (VI, v,)-path of 
G. Zf vl v, 6 E(G) and d(q ) + d(v,) >, n then G is pancyclic. 
The next two lemmas are also proved in [4]: 
Lemma 2 (Faudree et al. [4]). Let P=vl,..., up be a path on p vertices, u, v $! V(P) 
and dp(u) + dp(v) 2 p + 1. Then the following holds: 
1. There exists at least one vertex in V(P) which is adjacent to both vertices u and v. 
2. If there does not exist an index i such that u is adjacent to either vi or vi+1 
and v is adjacent to the other one then dp(u)+ dp(v) = p+ 1, p is odd and 
Np(u) =A$(v) = (211, V3,. .) VP}. 
Lemma 3 (Faudree et al. [4]). Let P = ~1,. . . , v, be a hamiltonian path of G, VIV, 4 
E(G) and d(v,) + d(v,) > n + d for some nonnegative integer d < n - 4. Then there 
exist (~1, v,)-paths of lengths 1 where 2 < 16 d + 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The beginning of the proof is just like the proof of Theorem 3 
in [4]. Without loss of generality we assume that u = cl, v = cP where 1/2(n + 2) < p < 
n-l. Let then A=G[ci ,..., c,], B=G[c, ,..., cn,ci], thus IAI=p, IBI=n-p+2. 
First we observe that there is an index i such that ci, ci+i E N(u) or c;, ci+i E N(v) for 
otherwise either d(u) + d(v) < n - 1 or d(u) + d(v) = n, n is even and u and v are both 
adjacent to every second vertex - both contradicting our hypothesis. Since there are 
also two indices j #j’ such that cj, cj’ E N(u) n N(V) it follows that Cs, Cd E G. 
Now let 
dA(u)+dA(v) = \A( --t-t 1, 
ds(u) + ds(v) > IBI +z + t - 3, 
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Ci ci+m-2 ci c;+m--2 
Fig. 1. 
Ci Ci 
Fig. 2. 
where t E Z. According to Theorem 3 A is pancyclic if t < 1. Since IAl 2 1/2(n + 2) 
we may therefore assume t 2 2. According to Lemmas 2 and 3 we observe: 
l There are (u, u)-paths of all lengths between 2 and t in B. 
We now assume that C,,, $ G. Since n 3 32 + m < 1/5(n+ 13) < (1/4)n + 1 and 
m<(1/4)n+l H n&4m-4 we get pa1/2(n+2)b2m-l. If in addition ma 
[Bl+l we conclude from m>JBJ+l=n-p+3 @ pan-m+3 and md1/5(n+ 
13) H 4m-lO<n-m+3 that then p24m-10. Note that 4m-10>2m-1 if 
m 2 5. From these two inequalities we derive contradictions. Since Cs, Cd G G let 
m 2 5. The following three possibilities to obtain cycles C, using the vertices u and u 
will be used several times in the proof and we will refer to them as A, B and C. 
Possibility A: Let ci E A be adjacent to u (v resp.). Then ci+m_2 is not in N(u) (N(v) 
resp.) for otherwise a C, would result as shown in Fig. 1. 
Possibility B: Let ci E A be adjacent to u (v resp.). Then ci+m_r_2,. . , q+,,_-4 are not 
in N(u) (N(u) resp.) for otherwise a C,,, would result using the (u, v)-paths of lengths 
2 >.‘.> t in B (Fig. 2): 
Possibility C: Assume that c,, cY E N(u) n N(u), x < y and let ci, Cj, i < j be two other 
vertices on C such that distc(c,,ci) + distc(cy, ci) = m - 4. If then e(ci, {u, u}) > 1 and 
e(cj, {u, u}) 2 1 we obtain a cycle C, in the following way (note that it does not matter 
whether i<x (j<y resp.) or i>x (j> y resp.) Fig. 3): 
We now consider the following three cases: 
Case 1: There is no vertex in A which is adjacent to both u and u. 
Case 2: There is one vertex in A which is a common (u, v)-neighbour. 
Case 3: There are at least two vertices in A which are adjacent to u and v. 
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ll?d 
ci (2 CY 
V I& . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.. 
cx G cj CY 
Ci % CY 
V :::a. . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . 
CX ci cj CY 
Fig. 3. 
In the rest of the proof we say that a vertex is isolated if it is neither adjacent to u 
nor to v and that a vertex is double if it is adjacent to both u and v. 
Case 1: It follows that t 2 3 in this case. Therefore B is pancyclic (Theorem 3) and 
we may assume that m > IBI + 1. 
We now consider three cases: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
There exists an index i such that c, c, ,, I+l EA, ci EN(u)(N(v)resp.) and ci+l E 
N(v)(N(u) resp.). Without loss of generality let i < 1/2(p + 1). Avoiding cycles 
of the form B we get (provided that i + m - 3 d p - 1) 
Ci+m-f-2,. . , Ci+m-4 $ N(v), 
Ci+m-t-1, . . . , Ci+m-3 4 N(u). 
Thus the t - 2 vertices ci+m__t_i 3.. . , Ci+m-d are isolated. It follows that &(a) 
+ dA(v) 6 IAl - 2 - (t - 2) = IAl - t, a contradiction. We only have to assure that 
i+m-3<p-1 which follows from p>2m-3 since then i+m-3<1/2(p 
+1)+1/2(p+3)-3=p-1. 
There is no index like in (1) but there is a j such that cj, cj+2 E A and cj E N(u) 
(N(v) resp.) and cj+2 E N(v) (N(u) resp.). Again we assume j 6 1/2(p + 1). Like 
in (1) we get Cj+,-t, . . . , Cj+,-4 6 N(U) U N(V). We also know that cj+l is isolated 
since otherwise either j or j + 1 would be the index i in 1. Thus a contradiction 
like in (1) results. 
Let there be no indices like in (1) or in (2). Suppose first m=5. Then IBI < 4 
and since t 2 3, if follows that IBI = 4 and u, v are both adjacent to all vertices 
in B. Therefore t = 3, z = 0 and Cs E G follows since there are no double vertices 
in A but &(u) + dA(v) = IAl - 2 (and so each vertex in A is adjacent to either u 
or v). 
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Let now m > 6. We first show that for i 6 p -m at least two out of the six 
vertices c;,c;+~,c~+~,c~+~,c~+~_~,c~+~-~ are isolated. If among the first four ver- 
tices one is adjacent to u and another one to u it follows that ci+i and ci+2 are 
isolated. Otherwise suppose ci,. . . ,ci+3 are not adjacent to v (u resp.) and at least 
3 of the first 4 vertices are adjacent to u (u resp.). Avoiding cycles of the fortn A 
and B it follows for Ucj E E(G) : 
Cj+m-l-2,. *. 2 Cj+m-4 6 N(v), cj+m-2 $ N(u). 
NOW the two isolated vertices are ci, ci+m_l or Ci+l,Ci+m-2 or Ci+2,Ci+m-1 or 
Ci+3,Ci+m_2 or ci+m_2, Ci+m_l. Since m 2 6 we have 
l In a subpath of A of length m - 4 + 4 LvJ there are at least 2 191 vertices 
which are not in N(u) U N(u). 
Since m>JBJ+l=n-p+3 we get 
IA-{u,v}l = p-2~n-m+1>4m-12=2(m-4+m-2) 
Thus there are at least 2.2 191 2 m - 2 - 3 = m - 5 isolated vertices. It follows 
that t -3 >m- 5 ej t >m-2. On the other hand 
and thus t < IBI - 1 < m - 1 - 1 = m - 2. So the last case to be considered is that 
IBI =m - 1, ZJ and v are both adjacent to each vertex in B and d~(u)+d~(v) = 
IAl - m + 3. If there is a (u, u)-path in A of any length between 2 and m - 2 then 
C,,, G G and thus we note that 
uci E E(G) * ci+l,. . ., Ci+m-4 6 N(v), 
vcj E E(G) + cj-,+4,. . .) cj-16 N(u). 
Wenowdefineji:=max{iIuciEE(G), 2<i<p-l}andj2:=min{jIvcj~E(G), 
26jdp-1). Sincejz-jl >((jl +m-3)-jl =m-3 there are at least m-4 
isolated vertices in A which contradicts dA(u) + C&(V) = IAl - m + 3 = IAl 
-2-(m-5). 
Case 2: Let c+,ciu E,!?(G) and without loss of generality i < 1/2(p + 1). In order to 
avoid a C, of the form A and B it follows that Ci+m--f_2,. . . , Ci+m_4, Ci+m-z $! N(u) U 
N(v) if i + m - 2 < p - 1, yielding one double vertex and t isolated vertices in A and 
thusacontradictiontodA(U)+dA(v)=IA(-t+l=(IA(-2)-(t-3).Sincep32m-1 
we conclude as before i+m-2<1/2(p+1)+1/2(p+l)-2=p-1. 
Case 3: We define c, (cy resp.) to be the vertex adjacent to u and v with the 
smallest (largest resp.) index in A. Let then P = G [cx, . . . , cy], ZP = G[c~, . . . , c,-11 and 
rP=G[c,+,,..., c,_I] such that IZPl + (PI + It-PI = IAl - 2. 
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A 
Fig. 4 
If(PI=m-ltherewouldexistaC,oftheformAandifm-t-l~IPI~m-3we 
would have a C,,, of the form B, thus the following three possibilities for IP( remain: 
(1) IPl<m-t-2, 
(2) IPI = m - 2, 
(3) IPI 2 m. 
Possibility 1: IPI d m - t - 2. Without loss of generality let 11P( < IrP(. Avoiding 
a C, of the form A and B we get that the following t vertices 
G+i?-t-2,. . ., Gim-4, cxim-2 
are isolated if x + m - 2 6 p - 1. Now we prove that for each double vertex in P (apart 
from c, and cY) there is another isolated vertex in IP or in rP. This gives a contradiction 
by IAl-tfl =~A(u)+&(D)< IAl-2-t+2= IAl-t. Starting at c, we observe that each 
double vertex, say c,+j, implies that cx+j+m-z is isolated. If y - 1 + m - 2 > p - 1 (i.e. 
this argument does not go through until cY- I ) let jo be such that x+jo +m -2 = p. Now 
the same argument ‘in the other direction’ gives for each double vertex cx+j, j > jo the 
isolated vertex Cx+j-m+2 E IP. We need p >/ 2m - 3 (which is guaranteed) since then 
(note IlP( < IrPI) x + m-2<(1/2)p+m-2<(1/2)p+(1/2)p+3/2-2 and thus 
x+m-2dp-1.Alsoifthereisaj~6y-n-1 suchthatx+jO+m-2=pwe 
getx+j~+1-m+2=p-m+2+1-m+2>2m-3-m+2+1-m+2=2and 
therefore the above argument holds. 
Possibility 2: (PI = m - 2. Again we suppose that IlPl f IrPI. Since p > 2m - 4 we 
either have I/PI, IrPl 2 1 or IrPl 2 m - 4. In both cases there are two vertices not in 
P which are isolated since otherwise a cycle of length m of the form A or B would 
be in G. As before the vertices 
Cy--m+4,. ., qw?J+t+2, Cx+m-t-2,. .7 G+m-4 
in P are isolated since otherwise a cycle of the form B would result. 
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l First suppose that y-mftS2 ax+m-t-2, i.e. all m-4 vertices in P-{c,,c,} 
are neither adjacent to u nor to v. We then get 
(Al - t + 1 = 44(u) +4(v) 
< (/A[ - 2) - 2 - (m - 4) + 2 = IAl - m + 2 
*tarn-l 
andalsot>m-124 + m>JBI+l implying 
2(/B/ - 2) 3 43(u) + ds(v) a p + z + t - 3 > (BI + t - 3 
* td(BI-16m-2 
and thus a contradiction. 
l Therefore we may assume that y - m + t + 2 < x + m - t - 2 and derive that in P at 
least 2t - 2 vertices are isolated. Avoiding cycles C, of the form C we note that for 
each x < i d y - 1 at least one of the vertices ci or c,+i is isolated. Therefore the 
remaining m - 2t - 2 vertices ~~-,,,+~+3,. . . , ~~+,,,-~-3 have at most m - 2t - 1 edges 
to {u, v}-equality holds if m - 2t - 2 is odd and every second vertex is a double 
vertex. We now derive a contradiction to t 3 2 (note that IAl - 2 = IlPl + IPI + IrPl): 
IAl - t + 1 = dA(U) + dA(V) 
6 (/IPI - l)+(lrPI - 1)+4+(m-2t- 1) 
= IA/ -2t+ 1. 
Possibility 3: IPI > m. In this last and most general case it is possible that ZP and 
rP are very small and thus we have to focus on the vertices in P. Since we are going 
to apply Possibility C to construct cycles of length m it is convenient to distinguish if 
P has less than 2m - 8 vertices or not. 
Case 1: m < IPI < 2m-9. First let m 2 [B/+1 and IZPl < IrPI. Since c, ~N(u)fN(v) 
the t vertices 
cxtm-t-2, ‘. ., %+I?-4, Cxtm-2 
are isolated. Going along P from c, to cY-i we note that for each double ver- 
tex, say ci, an additional isolated vertex ci+m_2 results. This gives in total at least 
t - 2 more isolated vertices than double vertices contradicting II.(u) + &(v) = IAl - 
t + 1. For this argument we need y - 1 + m - 2 < p - 1 which is guaranteed as fol- 
lows: m > IBI+l + p>4m-1024m-13 and p= IZPI+IP(+lrPl+2 <2)rP(+2m 
-7=2(p- y- 1)+2m-7. Hence we get 
4m- 13<2p-2y+2m-9 
H 2mdp-y+m+2 
W p-lay-l+m-2. 
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CX cz+m-5 Cy-m+5 cY 
Fig. 5. 
Now suppose m d JBI and therefore t = 2 and z = 0 (n odd) according to Theorem 3. 
Using Lemma 2 we get that there are (u, u)-paths of length 2 and 3 in B, for otherwise 
applying Lemma 2 to A again we would have C,,, C G for m d IBI + 2. The objective 
is now to show that the number of double vertices in A is at most as large as the 
number of isolated vertices, since then a contradiction follows: (A / - 2 + 1 = do 
f &(v) < [Al - 2. Obviously the same consideration as in the first part is still valid 
but it would only lead to a contradiction if m f (118)~ + 0( 1). Therefore we proceed 
as follows: 
Since c, is a double vertex and since there are (u, v)-paths of length 2 and 3 in B, 
we get that c,+,_5,cX+,_4 and c,+,_z are isolated. If we can prove that apart from 
cY_l and cY each other double vertex in P yields another isolated vertex we are done. 
Assume that cj E N(u) n N(v) and thus cj+m_2 $! N(u) UN(u). If rP is large enough 
(I# 3 m -4) the proof of this case is complete, so assume the contrary. Avoiding 
cycles C,,, of the form C we note that for y - m + 5 < j d y - 1 a double vertex cj 
implies that ~.,+,-4--(~-~) is isolated. We do not count any isolated vertices twice since 
x + m - 4 - (y - j) <X + m - 6 H j 6 y - 2 and we have considered all vertices 
which are possibly double if y - m + 4 + (m - 2) < p - 1 # p > y + 3 H IrP( > 2. 
Since p 3 2m - 3 and JrPI 2 lIPI, lP( 6 2m-9 we get IrPl > 2. 
Cuse 2: IP( B 2m - 8. Let S1 and S2 be as in Fig. 5 the left and right m - 4 vertices 
of P and let M be the rest such that l&l + IM( + I.$ = IPl. 
Again we have to prove that there are at least t - 2 more isolated vertices than 
double vertices. 
(a) First let there be a double vertex in M and let ci be the first one, i.e the one with 
the smallest index. Since C, $ G we get with possibilities A and B IMI 2 5 or [MI = 3. 
Applying possibility C there is one isolated vertex c,+,_4_, in SI for each double ver- 
tex cy-i in Sz - {c,,,}, and even for each vertex in Sz - {cY} having only one edge to 
{u, u}. Since c, is double we get additional (not in S1) isolated vertices c,+,-4 and 
cx+il-2. Each other double vertex in S,, say cj, yields another isolated vertex cj+,-z, 
note that j <x + m - t - 3 if cj EN(~) nN(u). Now ci E N(u)nN(v) nM implies 
cl+m-I-z,. . . , cl+m-4 and Ci+m-2 are isolated, yielding t additional isolated vertices un- 
less j =xSm--t-3 and i=x+m-3 in which case those are only t-l additional isolated 
vertices. Now each other double vertex in M gives another isolated vertex, with the ex- 
ception that maybe cy_,,,+3 E N(u) n N(u) and c,+~ = v. Altogether we have proved that 
there are at least t-2 more isolated vertices than there are double vertices (and the proof 
is complete) unless cX+,_t_3 E N(u) nN(v), ~~+~_3 EN(u) n N(o), c~-~+~ EN(u) n 
N(u) and c,+l = v, in which case at least t - 3 more isolated vertices result. By sym- 
metry we may then also assume that c,_l = u and thus IPI = IAl - 2. The one to one 
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correspondence between isolated and double vertices in Si and & now yields that in 
both sets exactly half of the vertices are isolated and half are double. If it happens once 
(in Si or in M) that for two double vertices, say ci and cj, Ij - iI = 2k - 1 for a k 2 1, 
then the number of isolated vertices is at least one larger than counted above, and the 
proof is complete. Excluding this case we note that in A exactly every second vertex is 
double and the others are isolated. This implies that there are no (u, u)-paths of length 
3 in B and thus t = 2, z = 0 and JBI is odd by Lemma 2. This gives n odd and thus p 
even. Again by Lemma 2, now applied to A, there are two neighbour vertices, where 
one is adjacent o u and the other to o (since IAl = p + 2 is even). This contradicts 
the fact that exactly every second vertex in A is double. 
(b) Now suppose that there are no double vertices in M. To complete the proof of 
the theorem we consider two more cases: 
t = 2. If IPI = 2m - 8 or [PI = 2m - 7 we proceed just as before in the case m < IPI < 
2m-9. Now let IP( 2 2m - 6 and thus /MI > 2. Since cX,cY l N(u)nN(v) we know 
that cx+,,,_4, cy_,,,+4 $ N(u) UN(u) and as before we use C to show that e(Si U & 
- {cm cy>, {K u)) 6 IS U & - { c,, cy } /. Thus a contradiction results: JA / - 2 + 1 = dA (u) 
+ dA(u) < JAI - 2. 
t 2 3. From t > 3 + m > JBl + 1 and 21BI - 4 > ds(u) + ds(u)= (BI + t + z 
-3 % t<(BI-z-l we get t 6 m - 2. Since t = m - 2 implies (BI = m - 1 and hence 
C,,,cGwemayassumethatt<m-3.Nextwemayassumethat IIPI,lrP(<m-4for 
otherwise we would proceed like in the first part of the case m 6 IPI 6 2m - 9. Next 
observe the following: All the vertices ci E 1P with 2 < i 6 x - m + t + 2 (cj E rP with 
p - 1 > j 2 y + m - t - 2 resp.) are isolated since otherwise a cycle C, of the form 
B would exist. Thus JZPI + IrPl 3 2(m - t - 3) + (t - 2) implies that there are at least 
t - 2 isolated vertices in ZP u rP and since dp(u) -I- dp(u) < [PI we get the contradiction 
JAJ - t + 1 =dA(u) + dA(u) d IAl - 2 - (t - 2) = IAl - t. Hence we may assume that 
Now we count the isolated and the double vertices as follows: 
l cv EN(u) nN(r) =+ Cy--m-t49 Cy--m+2 $ N(u) UN(U). 
l cx+,-4-j isolated for 1 6 j < t - 2 implies either cy_j is not double or cy_j is double 
and then Cy_j__m+Z is isolated. It follows that e({cx+m_4-j, cy_j, Cy-j__m+2}, {u, u}) 
6 2 because there are no double vertices in M. Note that we need IMI Z t + 1 since 
then y-j-m+2>y-t+2-m+2=y-m+5-(t+l) and thus cy_j_m+zEM 
for all ldj<t-2. 
l For 1 < i < m - t - 3 we get cx+i E N(U) IN + Cy-_m+b+i $6 N(U) UN(U) and 
Cy--m+4+i EN(u) nN(U) * G+i @N(u) UN(U). 
Thus we get a final contradiction if IMI b t + 1 since then dA(u) + dA(u) 6 (IAl - 2) 
-(t -2) = IA I -t. This is guaranteed because m > IBJ + 1 + p B 4m - 14 and therefore 
IMI = p - 2 - IlPJ - IrPI - 2(m - 4) 
>p-2-2m+t+9-2m+8>t+l. 0 
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